Project Area 1
Mile Marker 6

follow trail east 3,200’ to reach
project area 1 mile marker 5 3/8
or drive to Crabtree Blvd and
Somerset Rd intersection

~720’ from construction entrance
35.804263, -78.605808

Construction and
Greenway Entrance
Project Area 1
Mile Marker 5 1/4 and 5 3/8

~2,546’ from construction entrance
35.801082, -78.599168

follow trail west 3,200’ to reach
project area 1 mile marker 6 or
drive to Crabtree Blvd and
Raleigh Blvd intersection

new greenway location

Construction and
Greenway Entrance
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Coordinate System: NAD 1983 StatePlane North Carolina FIPS 3200 Feet
Base Imagery: 2017 NCONEMAP Aerial Orthomap

Disclaimer: This document has been prepared based on information provided by others as cited in the Notes section. Stantec has not verified the accuracy and/or completeness of this information and shall not be responsible for any errors or omissions which may be incorporated herein as a result. Stantec assumes no responsibility for data supplied in electronic format, and the recipient accepts full responsibility for verifying the accuracy and completeness of the data.
Project Area 3
Mile Marker 11 1/4

Greenway Entrance

boardwalk bridge over stream

culvert (within project area)

~360' from construction entrance
35.835575, -78.660933

Construction Entrance

Greenway Entrance

Legend
- Project Area
- Streams

Coordinate System: NAD 1983 StatePlane North Carolina FIPS 3200 Feet
Base Imagery: 2017 NCONEMAP Aerial Orthoimagery

Disclaimer: This document has been prepared based on information provided by others as cited in the Notes section. Stantec has not verified the accuracy and/or completeness of this information and shall not be responsible for any errors or omissions which may be incorporated herein as a result. Stantec assumes no responsibility for data supplied in electronic format, and the recipient accepts full responsibility for verifying the accuracy and completeness of the data.
Follow trail 1,320’ north to reach Horse Shoe Farm Road

~830’ from construction entrance 35.885005, -78.528387

Construction Entrance (also used during previous greenway construction)

Project Area 4 Neuse Connector

Legend

- Connector Trail and Bridge
- Unnamed tributary
- Limits of Disturbance